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AN ESSAY ON SCORPION 
by Victor Fet 

1. 

One-twelfth of you were born under this sign. 

A vile tail-biting beast, ’tis also mine 

Subject of study. In the times of yore 

When alchemists were to bypass the ore 

To get the gold—the scorpion, alas, 

Was just too bad to be ignored, and thus 

Hundreds of rare specimens, no doubt, 

Were ground down in bulk by some imposing lout, 

Or burnt alive with lashing metasomas 

Amidst sulphuric mist and vile aromas. 

Be as it may, Linnaeus comes to mind— 

Who, in his System, every type and kind, 

Variety and species, form and race 

Positioned well in God-appointed place. 

Six kinds of scorpion—the whole distinguished lot— 

Were given names in their generic slot, 

Named Scorpio by Carolus the Great, 

In year seventeen and fifty-eight. 

 

Type A—for buthids. Mighty is their race, 

Found in all continents, in nearly every place, 

In deserts or in tropics, high and low, 

They everywhere in black light brightly glow. 

With an immensely potent venom, those 

Beasts, as a rule, have thin and weaker claws. 

 

… 

 

Victor Fet 

Euscorpius — 2003, No. 11 
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Abstract 

 

The genus Buthus is one of the most widespread scorpion genus in the Maghreb 

region, and even though several phylogenetic studies were recently performed upon it, 

the phylogenetic relationships within the genus are still complex and remain partially 

unsolved.  

In total, 59 specimens from several Buthus species were used in this work and 

their phylogenetic relationships investigated with different phylogenetic inference 

approaches as the Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference (BI) methods, 

based on mitochondrial sequence data of three mitochondrial markers. This study was the 

first to include multiple mitochondrial markers in order to obtain further resolution within 

the genus 

The result of the phylogenetic analysis uncovered 5 well supported clades in the 

Maghreb region: three exclusive to Morocco, one with its distribution core in Morocco 

but also shared with Algeria and one last clade, unreported until now, from Tunisia. The 

final trees resulting from the ML and BI analysis do not present basal resolution and still 

the relationships between the clades lacked support. However, the support for each of the 

formed clade is high, holding significant levels of genetic diversity within the clade and 

between clades. The clades with its distribution centre in Morocco present higher genetic 

distances within each clade, especially the most widespread clade in Morocco (clade 3) in 

opposition to the single clade present in Tunisia, with the lowest pairwise genetic 

distance values. There seems to be a positive correlation between genetic distances 

between clades and geographical distances, which also may point towards a recent 

expansion of Buthus towards eastern region of the Maghreb, more precisely into Tunisia. 

This study corroborated the results from previous studies, like Sousa et al. (2012,) and 

found even more diversity within Buthus, for instance in Tunisia, which had never been 

studied in such detail before. The genetic distances among the clades also corroborate the 

theory that the centre of diversity of Buthus is in Morocco, more specifically in the Atlas-

mountains that can act a reservoir of diversity for Buthus due to its role as a refugia 

during the glaciations. The mountains can also act as a geographical barrier to gene flow, 

impeding it, and at the same time, favouring processes of speciation and endemism. 
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Resumo 

 

O género Buthus é um dos géneros de escorpiões mais difundidos na região do Magreb e 

apesar de ter sido alvo de recentes estudos filogenéticos, as relações filogenéticas dentro 

do géneros ainda permanecem complexas e parcialmente não resolvidas. 

 No total, 59 espécimes de diferentes espécies de Buthus foram utilizados neste 

estudo e as suas relações filogenéticas investigadas através de diferentes abordagens 

filogenéticas como o método de “Maximum Likelihood” (ML) e “Bayesian Inference” 

(BI) baseando em sequências mitocondriais de três marcadores mitocondriais distintos. 

Este estudo foi o primeiro a incluir marcadores mitocondriais múltiplos com vista na 

obtenção uma melhor resolução dentro do género. 

 Os resultados da análise filogenética revelaram 5 clades bem suportados na região 

do Magreb: três clades exclusivos de Marrocos, um exclusivo da Argélia, um outro que 

possui o seu centro de distribuição em Marrocos mas também está presente na Argélia e 

um último clade desconhecido até agora, presente na Tunísia. As árvores finais 

resultantes da análise de ML e BI não apresentam resolução basal e as relações entre os 

clades têm carência de suporte. Contudo, o suporte para cada um dos clades formados é 

elevado, com altos níveis significativos de diversidade genética dentro dos clades e entre 

clades. Os clades com o seu centro de distribuição em Marrocos apresentam maiores 

distâncias genéticas dentro de cada clade, especialmente no clade mais difundido em 

Marrocos (clade 3) em oposição com o único clade presente na Tunísia, que apresenta os 

valores mais baixos de distância genética. Parece existir uma relação positiva entre as 

distâncias genéticas e a distância geográfica, o que poderá apontar também para uma 

recente expansão de Buthus em direcção á zona este do Magreb, mais precisamente na 

Tunísia. Este estudo corroborou os resultados de estudos anteriores como o de Sousa et 

al. (2012) e adicionalmente encontrou ainda mais diversidade dentro de Buthus por 

exemplo na Tunísia, que nunca antes tinha sido estudada em tanto detalhe. As distâncias 

genéticas entre clades também corroboram a teoria sobre o centro de diversidade de 

Buthus ser em Marrocos, mãos especificamente nas montanhas do Atlas que podem agir 

como um reservatório de diversidade para Buthus devido ao seu papel como refúgio 

durante as glaciações. As montanhas também podem agir como barreiras geográficas ao 

fluxo génico, impedindo-o e ao mesmo tempo favorecendo processos de especiação e 

endemismo. 
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Objectives  

 

 The main objective of this thesis was to build a supported phylogeny for the genus 

Buthus, using multiple mitochondrial markers never before combined in a phylogenetic 

analysis of this genus in order to attain further resolution of the phylogenetic relationships 

within the genus and this was in a great extent successful. In the achieving of these 

results, I experienced: 

 The development of  new nuclear markers to give a new resolution on the 

genus phylogeny, but we were unsuccessful; 

 

 MtDNA sequence data from multiple genes was used in the inference of the 

diversity of Buthus in the Maghreb; 

 

 The comparison with previous works in Buthus was made, corroborating those 

works and doing also new discoveries; 

 

. 
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Introduction 

 

Paleontology and terrestrialization of scorpions 

  

Scorpions, one of the most ancestral chelicerate arthropods and members of the 

Arachnida class, have adapted to different climate environments and have thrived, 

spreading through different kinds of habitats, ranging from the most arid deserts to 

humid tropical forests (Polis, 1990).  

It is thought that scorpions share a common ancestor from an ancient group of 

primitive arthropods, the Eurypterids, that date from the Silurian period (450-425 

Million years ago (Mya) characterized by emerging landmasses forming shallow 

estuaries. This extinct group of arthropods appeared as an aquatic form, mainly marine, 

thought to display external gills, multifaceted compound eyes, flattened body and size 

that could range up to 2 meters in length (Polis, 1990; Brownell & Polis, 2000, 

Stockmann and Ythier, 2010) (Fig.1). However, the Eurypterids are not thought to be 

the direct ancestors of present day scorpions. The first scorpions appeared in Upper 

Silurian (421-408 Mya), alongside the Eurypterids, and were assumed to be marine or 

possibly even amphibians, as although they occurred in terrestrial sediments their body 

size was too large to molt on land, but still demonstrating a potential direction towards 

terrestrialization (Polis, 1990; Stockmann and Ythier, 2010). It was only in the in the 

Upper Devonian (350-325 Mya), that  sub-terrestrial or terrestrial scorpions surfaced on 

earth together with other groups of arthropods already established on terrestrial 

environments, as arachnids (Acari, Amblypygi, Trigonotarbi), myriapods ( Chilopoda, 

Diplopoda) and even some insects.  

The transition between the aquatic and terrestrial environment required profound 

changes in the anatomy and physiology of scorpions. First, and the most important 

change, the external book gills were replaced by enclosed book lungs. Their body size 

also decreased considerably as they were no longer in an aquatic environment and water 

no longer supported their weight, they had to deal with the much higher effect that 

gravity had upon locomotion. As a consequence, the legs thickened, elongated and 

became plantigrade. Also a pre-oral chamber was developed as a consequence of the 

terrestrialization, process that also affected the development of sensory organs. The 
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vision was not as important in a terrestrial environment as it was on an aquatic one and 

other sensory organs evolved towards the capability of capturing vibrations and odor. In 

fact, pectines, a sensory organ localized in the ventral side of the mesosoma, is only 

present in scorpions (Polis, 1990; Stockmann and Ythier, 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Eurypterid dorsal view. Br: branchial segments; L1,L2,L3 and L4: legs; L5: swimming 

leg; LCE: lateral compound eye; Mes: mesosome; Met: metasome; O: ocellum (simple eye); Op: 

opisthosoma; Pr: prosoma; T: telson.    Stockmann and Ythier, 2010. 
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The Order Scorpiones which includes fossils and present day scorpions, can be 

divided in two sub-orders: the Branchioscorpionina suborder that includes just fossil 

forms characterized by the shape of the sternum and sternites-ventral abdominal plates, 

assumed to be gill covers, and the Neoscorpionina sub-order, which comprises fossils 

and present day scorpions with plates covering the book lungs. The present day 

scorpions are all included in the infra-order of Orthosternina and present a highly 

conserved body form, where few changes have occurred in morphology since the 

Silurian. (Polis, 1990; Brownell and Polis, 2000, Stockmaan and Ythier, 2010) The 

body is segmented in different regions: Prosoma, mesosoma and metasoma (fig 2.1 and 

2.2). The prosoma encompasses the chelicera, chelate pedipalps, and four pairs of legs, 

covered by the cephalothorax shield. The mesosoma includes seven segments, with 

genital structures, pectinal appendages and four pairs of book lungs. Finally, the 

metasoma has five segments lacking appendages but terminating in the anus and sting 

(Polis, 1990; Brownell and Polis, 2001). As a reflection of its complex history and 

antiquity, the taxonomy of scorpions is intricate, partially unresolved and subject to 

profound changes, with new species described each year and genera moving among 

families (Fet & Soleglad, 2003; Fet and Soleglad, 2005; Prendini & Wheeler, 2005). 

According to the classification of Fet et a.,l (2000), defended by Prendini & Wheeler 

(2005), the Order Scorpiones holds 19 families, 184 genera and about 1900 present 

species (Table 2). The Buthidae family, in which Buthus is inserted, had until April of 

this present year, 89 genera and 954 species (Rein, 2012). 
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Figure 2 Dorsal view (I) of scorpion morphology (Androctonus australis). The body is divided in the 

prosoma and opisthosoma, the last comprising the mesosoma and the metasoma, with the last segment 

transformed in the sting. The number of segments, structures and other important features are listed in the 

figure (taken from Stockmann and Ythier, 2010) 
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Figure 3 Ventral view (II) of scorpion morphology (Androctonus australis). The number of 

segments, structures and other important features are listed in the figure ( taken from Stockmann and 

Ythier, 2010) 
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Fluorescence:  strategy or side effect? 

  

From the several remarkable features that scorpions can present, the ability to 

fluoresce under the ultra violet light is almost unique, especially among terrestrial 

organisms and very useful in fieldwork. There is not a clear connection between any 

biological adaptation linked to fluorescence, but it has been recorded in deep water 

organisms, where it gains importance as a way of communication between organisms 

due to the absence of sunlight (Fasel et al., 1996; Stachel et al., 1999). On the other 

hand, in terrestrial environments the context greatly changes as the conditions are 

different from the aquatic environment and so, the theories around its biological, 

ecological and evolutionary meaning are many. There is not also consensus concerning 

the mechanisms involving fluorescence but it is the general agreement that is related to 

the hardening of the cuticle (Stachel et al., 1999). Aromatic compounds in the cuticle 

absorb light in the 400 nm, near UV light, and fluoresce in higher frequencies, around 

500-550 nm, ranging from blue-green to yellow. The fluorescence is stable and even 

persists sometime after the death of the scorpion, which indicates that the compounds 

are firmly bonded to the cuticle. However, under the UV light the fluorescence will 

eventually fade away, possibly indicating that the constituents responsible for it are 

fragile, and the biochemical bonds are broken under the UV, converting the same into 

non-fluorescent compounds (Wankhede, 2004). If the scorpion is alive, within some 

time, the substances responsible for the fluorescence will be renewed as they are 

continuously produced and this ability will soon appear again. In euthanized scorpions, 

the fluorescence will fade away and in some cases the ethanol where the specimen is 

preserved may present faint fluorescence as some compounds are soluble in alcohol 

(Wankhede, 2004). But what is the biological function of fluorescence?  One one hand 

it could help to improve the visual sensitivity of scorpions by converting the UV light 

into a broader spectrum radiation or that could be used to attract prey, but it would 

depend on the characteristics of the prey (Brownell and  Polis, 2000; Wankhede, 2004). 

On the other hand the most recent theories indicate that may not be an adaptive feature 

but a consequence of a metabolic process, a residual effect on the evolutionary process 

(Wankhede, 2004). Whichever is the function ( or absence of one) of fluorescence in 

scorpions, it is an amazing feature that these animals present and that made the night 

capture using UV lights in the field, a lot more easy task (Figure 4). 
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Venom and toxicity  

 

When dealing with scorpions, one has always to keep in mind one simple fact: 

all scorpions are venomous and what merely changes is the extent of their venomosity. 

Whereas the venom of many vertebrate taxa is related to prey acquisition, in 

invertebrates as insects, spiders and scorpions it is more related to defence against 

predation. Nonetheless, the venom is as powerful as the one from vertebrates and it has 

more than 200 identified toxins in a complex mixture of highly specific proteins 

synthetized in the scorpion’s venom gland located in the telson. The surrounding 

muscles of the venom gland are responsible by the controlled injection of the venom 

and the amount of venom which is injected can depend on several variables since the 

prey size to the genus of the scorpion in question (Brownell & Polis, 2000 Stockmann 

and Ythier, 2010). The main course of action of the scorpions from the Buthidae family, 

Figure 4 Two Buthus scorpions mating and fluorescing under the UV light. Picture taken at 

the my last field trip in Morocco in 2011. 
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in which the genus Buthus is inserted, is the blocking of the ion channels in the 

membranes of nerve and muscle cells (Polis, 1990; Brownell & Polis, 2000 Stockmann 

and Ythier,2010).  

Scorpionism, scorpion stings and its consequences to humans, is a serious health 

issue with high incidence in areas with such high density of scorpions as the Maghreb 

region in North of Africa (Fig.3). There are no accurate statistics regarding scorpions 

envenomation and the epidemiology around the world is poorly known. There are only 

some isolated reports that do not contribute significantly to prevent such cases (Polis, 

2000; Chippaux & Goyffron, 2008). Comparing the three countries targeted in this 

study, Morocco presents the lowest numbers of annual incidence of stings and the 

lowest annual mortality contrasting with Tunisia that shows the highest rates although 

the mortality rate has decreased in the last few years in the country (Table 1). There is 

also clear a geographic discrepancy within each country regarding scorpionism. In both 

Morocco and Tunisia, the central part of each country presents the highest rates of 

scorpionism but in Algeria it is in the south (Chippaux & Goyffon, 2008).In a country 

as Morocco with 35 million human inhabitants, it means that 94.500 people die per year 

as consequence of a scorpion sting and in Tunisia, this rate is even higher in Tunisia 

where 52.746 people can die a year.  

 

 

 

Figure 5 Incidence of scorpionism in all the continents with presence of scorpions. The 

Maghreb region in North Africa holds one of the highest incidence rates of scorpionism 

(Chippaux & Goyffon, 2008). 
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Genetic markers 

 

 

 If we take in consideration the Order and family level, it may seem that constant 

taxonomic reviews are constantly occurring, but it is at the genus level that the major 

shifts in taxomy takes place, especially in the genus Buthus. There are cases of species 

being re-described with different names, new species being discovered and subspecies 

promoted to a species status level (Lourenço, 2003). Further analysis in the taxonomy of 

Buthus will be addressed in detail ahead  in the next section, but from the overall picture 

one can see that scorpions high-level taxonomy is much unresolved and if we go deeper 

into the taxonomic levels, the matter is even more cryptic. Therefore, it is important to 

achieve accurate estimates for the phylogenies in order to understand the evolutionary 

history of this taxa. 

Within the vast advances in molecular genetics that occurred in the last three 

decades and which also greatly potentiated the phylogenetic studies, two can be 

emphasized: the development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and the use of 

mitochondrial DNA as molecular marker in the 1970’s (Zhang & Hewitt, 1996; 

Sunnocks, 2000). Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been used for the inference of the 

evolutionary history of many taxa and possesses several advantages in comparison with 

nuclear DNA (nDNA): it has higher number of copies per cell; it doesn’t have 

recombination, at least on animals (and that is useful as many inference methods 

 Incidence 

 

Annual incidence 
(number of stings/ 10000 

individuals/year 

 

Annual Mortality 
(number of deaths/ 10000 

individuals/year) 

Morocco 15 in urban areas 
250 in rural areas 

50 27 

Algeria 
< 7 in North Algeria 
>1000 South Algeria 

170 38 

Tunisia 1280-1500 420 50 

Table 1 Table with the incidence rates of scorpionism in the Maghreb region. 
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assume no recombination); it is haploid and usually maternally inherited; the mutation 

rates are higher than in nDNA and as it is widely used as there is a robust data-base of 

primers already tested (Ballard and Whitlock, 2004; Caterino, 2000). In recent years, 

however, the solemn use of mtDNA in phylogenetic inferences has proven not be to 

sufficient to answer to many questions as it also has some limitations as the obtained 

data may not be independently replicated, there are cases of random lineage sorting and 

natural selection on an assumed to be neutral marker (Simon et al., 1994). In scorpions, 

mtDNA assumes an even greater importance than in other taxa as there aren’t standard 

nuclear markers for scorpions, at least, Buthids. In previous works done by the group it 

was found that the nuclear primers 18S and 28S were duplicated in the Buthidae family. 

In order to choose the same copy for the analysis of each specimen it would be required 

the construction of a cDNA library in which we could differentiate and choose the 

nuclear copy of these genes. The two major drawbacks of doing so is that it would not 

be time and cost effective and we already had a good group of mitochondrial genes to 

our disposal that could also be helpful in the inference of the phylogeny of Buthus. 

However, we decided to give the nuclear markers one more try on. Regier et al., (2010) 

published a work in which they aimed to resolve relationships within and among basal 

lineages of arthropods using protein-coding nuclear gene sequences. For the inference 

of such high level phylogeny, most of the nuclear genes used were slow evolving genes, 

as the protein-coding genes are. The work comprised a large data set of arthropods 

sequences from several orders, including also some specimens representative of the 

Order Scorpiones, more specifically Hadrurus arizonensis and Heterometrus spinifer. 

From the set of protein-coding genes used, considering the ones used in these two 

species of scorpions and considering the most fast evolving of the last, five genes were 

chosen as candidates: Arg methyltransferase, Glycogen synthase, Gln amidotransferase, 

Glucose phosphate isomerase and GTP binding protein. In the end, none of this markers 

presented successful amplification, nevertheless more detailed description of the process 

is in the methodology section. 
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The Genus Buthus 

 

 

The genus Buthus Leach 

1815, belongs to the largest and 

most widespread scorpion family, 

Buthidae (Koch, 1837), which 

hosts the most medically relevant 

genera (Fet & Lowe, 2000). The 

genus has in recent years been 

subject of several taxonomic 

revisions in which many 

subspecies were promoted to 

species status and new species 

were described (Lourenço, 2003). 

It is difficult to identify the species within this genus based only on morphology as it is 

so conserved and there are cases of cryptic species. Therefore, molecular phylogenetics 

are a very important tool to infer phylogenetic relationships and enlighten the taxonomy 

within the genus. The current area of distribution of the genus extends from southern 

France, through the Iberian Peninsula into the Maghreb region and also encompassing 

the region of the Horn of Africa, Arabian Peninsula and the north-western coast of 

Africa (Fig.5). Such a wide distribution, especially within the Iberian Peninsula and 

Maghreb region, is a reflection of historical and paleoclimatic events that have occurred 

and had major impact in the distribution and differentiation of the genus (Sousa et al., 

2010; Sousa et al., 2012). 

For the last 65 million years (My), Earth’s climate has undergone extreme 

environmental conditions and drastic paleoclimatic events that have shaped the history 

and distribution of this intriguing organism. One of those events that has occurred in the 

Mediterranean Basin was the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC) in which the closure of 

the Strait of Gibraltar (5.96 Mya) interrupted the marine connection between the 

Mediterranean sea and the Atlantic ocean, enabling both erosion and deposition of non-

marine sediments, but more important than that, it enabled  the expansion of several  

  

Figure 6: Specimen of Buthus mariefrancea. 
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Buthus species Geographical location 

Buthus albengai Lourenço, 2003 Morocco 

B. atlantis Pocock, 1889 Morocco 

B.barbouri Werner, 1932 Morocco 

B.bonito Lourenço & Geniez, 2005 Morocco 

B.boumalenii Toulon & Boumezzough, 2011 Morocco 

B.draa  Lourenço & Slimani, 2004 Morocco 

B, elmoutaouakili Lourenço & Qi, 2006 Morocco 

B.lienhardi Lourenço,2003 Morocco 

N.malhommei Vachon, 1949 Morocco 

B.mardochei Simon, 1878 Morocco 

B.mariefranceae Lourenço, 2033 Morocco 

B.marrocanus Birula, 1903 Morocco 

B.paris C.L. Koch, 1839 Morocco 

B.rochati Lourenço, 2003 Morocco 

B.tassili Lourenço, 2002 Algeria 

B. tunetanus, Herbst, 1800 Algeria 

B.paris C.L.Koch, 1839 Algeria 

B.chambiensis Kovarik 2006 Tunisia 

B.dunlopi Kovarik, 2006 Tunisia 

B.tunetanus Herbst, 1800 Tunisia 

B.paris C.L.Koch, 1839 Tunisia 

B.occidentalis Lourenço, Sun & Zhu, 2009 Mauritania 

B.ibericus Lourenço & Vachon, 2004 Europe 

B.montanus Lourenço & Vachon, 2004 Europe 

B.occitanus Amoreux, 1789 Europe 

B.barcaeus  Birula, 1909 Lybia 

B. tunetanus Herbst, 1800 Lybia 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2  List of current Buthus species as well its geographic locations. 
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lineages across the Strait for 0.63 Mya (Fig.5) (Hsu, 1973; Hsu et al. 1977; 

Krijgsman et al.,1999; Krijgsman et al., 2002; Duggen et al., 2003). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Evidence for such crossings are well documented for reptiles (Harris et al.,2002 ; Pinho 

et al., 2006, Fritz et al., 2006; Pinho et al.,2007). This event alone could explain 

colonization of Europe by African scorpion populations but the overall picture is much 

more complex and the history of this region cannot be summarized by one single 

paleoclimatic event. 

The Quaternary oscillations with the intercalation of glacial and interglacial 

cycles affected the taxa distribution not only in Europe but also in North Africa forcing 

the species to expand their range towards refugial areas in the outskirts of the 

Mediterranean basin, to the well-known European refugia such as the Iberian Peninsula, 

but also to the less known ones in the Maghreb region (Hewitt 1996; 2001; Zachos et 

al., 2001; Carranza et al., 2006; Gómez Lunt, 2007).  The particular geography of this 

latter region provided refugial areas, especially in and around the Atlas mountains, 

which extend from northern Morocco to Tunisia and were affected in a significant way 

by the glaciations in the high altitudes (3300 m a.s.l) (Hughes et al., 2006).  

Figure 7 Map with the areas of occurrence of Buthus reported in the literature colored in grey 

and divided by country for an easier representation due to the complexity of the genus 

distribution within each geographical area. 
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Figure 8 Messinian Salinity crisis in the Mediterranean basing showing the land bridge 

connecting the African and European continents which enabled gene flow.  (University of 

Maryland, Department of Geology). 

 

The combination of such drastic changes combined with the poor dispersal 

ability of scorpions and their microhabitat dependence shows the high impact of these 

mountains chains have upon species distribution and also on geographical isolation as 

they may act as geographical barriers to gene flow (Mark & Osmaton, 2008; Hughes et 

al., 2006; Douhady et al., 2003; Fonseca et al., 2008, Habel et al,. 2012; Husemann et 

al., 2012).  

The connection of the Atlas mountains with the Sahara desert is very important 

as it could provide moisture supply to the Sahara that during the same period also 

experienced oscillations of alternating drier and humid cycles that seem to be related to 

the advance/ retreats of the polar front and the Intertropical Convergence Zone (Le 

Houérou, 1997; Prentice et al. 2000; Douhady et al. 2003; Schuster et al. 2006; 

Kröpelin et al. 2008). The alternation of cycles was accompanied by different types of 

vegetation and during the humid periods. Where once was desert, steppe thrived while 

in higher altitudes mixed forests were present. Such changes in such a short span of 

time would have severe implications for scorpions, leading to vicariance and speciation 

events that have modelled this group (Douhady et al., 2003; Habel et al., 2012; 

Husemann et al., 2012). 
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The taxonomy of African scorpions, as well the Buthidae family and Buthus in 

particular, had two major revisions in the last century. The first taxonomic revision was 

done by Vachon (1952) in which the genus Buthus, previously a largely heterogeneous 

group, became more restricted and homogenous regarding its morphology, as it was at 

the time the major tool in classifications in taxonomy. The second revision was done by 

Fet & Lowe (2000) in which the number of taxa in Buthus decreased even more just to a 

few species. However, in the past years there has been an increased interest in the study 

of this genus and the number of species increased again, ranging now up to 35 species 

(Lourenço, 2002; 2003; 2005a; 2005b; 2008; Lourenço & Vachon, 2004; Kovarík,2006; 

2011; Lourenço & Duhem, 2009; Yagmur et al., 2011), (Fig.7).  

Some of the issues encountered, such as re-descriptions of former abolished 

species, subspecies promoted to species status, species that may not be so and shifts at 

the taxonomic level were so are mainly due to the single use of morphology in species 

identification and classification. Many of the morphological characters considered in the 

taxonomic keys may not be an identifiable trait of the species with such conserved 

morphology and the case where the phenotype may not match the genotype. 

 

Previous studies 

 

Before analysing the first phylogenetic studies performed in Buthus, one issue 

requires attention. Vachon (1952) formed what he called the “Buthus occitanus 

complex” which encompassed almost all the species of Buthus catalogued as such at the 

time. Several authors still use this denomination including now the recent taxonomy of 

Buthus (Gantenbein, 2004; Lourenço et al., 2010; Yagmur & Lourenço, 2011). I will 

not use the term on my study as it was proven not to be accurate by Sousa et al., 

(.2010), Sousa et al., ( 2012) and later on also corroborated by my work. 
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Figure 9- A,B,C,D,E  Photos of different species of Buthus taken at the last group’s field trip to 

Morocco. E ) Buthus draa; C) Buthus bonito; A,B, and D) Buthus sp. The specimens whose 

identification within the genus it is difficult are referred as Buthus sp. 
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The first phylogenetic studies performed in Buthus aimed to assess the genetic 

diversity of the genus across the strait of Gibraltar, between European and North 

African populations using both mitochondrial (16S and COI) and nuclear (18S/ITS-1) 

markers in Gantenbein & Largiadèr (2003) as also allozymes in Gantenbein (2004). The 

results showed clear distinction between European and North African populations 

translated in a gradient of genetic diversity across the Strait of Gibraltar, higher in the 

North African populations than in the European ones, suggesting the colonization of 

Europe by North African populations and also revealing the presence of three distinct 

clades: an European clade, an Atlas clade (Morocco) and a Tell-Atlas clade (Tunisia). A 

certain degree of genetic differentiation was also found within the European clade, 

subdividing in three distinct lineages. The data obtained for the European lineages 

suggested that as they were monophyletic, a single colonization event was the most 

likely hypothesis of colonization of the Iberian Peninsula by North African populations 

of Buthus. The discovery by Sousa et al. (2010) of more distinct mtDNA lineages in the 

Iberian Peninsula than the ones previously known contributed even more to the already 

existing complexity of the genus phylogeny. The presence of cryptic lineages of Buthus 

within the Maghreb region has also been an issue addressed in several studies and a 

hindrance to taxonomy and phylogeographic analysis (Gantenbein & Largiadèr, 2003; 

Gantenbein, 2004; Sousa et al., 2010; Sousa et al., 2012). 

In Sousa et al. (2012), a larger sampling for Buthus in the Iberian peninsula and 

Maghreb region, including Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia was done and the 

phylogenetic analysis exhibited four well defined clades, three exclusive to Morocco 

and a fourth clade with wide distribution across the Maghreb region and south of the 

Iberian Peninsula (Fig.8). The finding of three clades exclusive to Morocco is strong 

evidence for the centre of diversity of the genus being placed in North Africa, 

corroborating Gantenbein & Largiadèr, (2003) and Gantenbein (2004). Within the most 

widespread clade, which comprised Moroccan, Tunisian and Algerian samples, a single 

specimen from Morocco grouped together with several Iberian specimens within the 

same subclade. This could also suggest another theory of the colonization of Europe, 

with a first colonization of Europe by North African populations of Buthus, followed by 

a second wave of colonization with the opposite direction, from the Iberia Peninsula 

towards the Maghreb (Sousa et al., 2012). Despite the work of Habel et al., 2012 

presented inconsistency and low support values in the phylogenetic analysis while 
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studying the genetic diversity of Buthus in the Atlas mountains in Morocco. In their 

work, the multiple colonization event is also pointed as an alternative to the single 

colonization event in Gantenbein & Largiadèr (2003) and Gantenbein (2004).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 10 Map from Sousa et al. (2012) showing the distribution of the four clades of Buthus 

found in the Maghreb region (adapted). 
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Methodology  

 

Sampling 

 

The total of 59 Buthus specimens used in the phylogenetic analysis were 

collected in field trips from 2008 to 2011 to the Maghreb region, enriching the already 

existing  collection at Cibio, Centro de Investigação em Biodiversidade e Recursos 

Genéticos, Universidade do Porto, Vairão, Portugal. The two specimens of the genus 

Androctonus, member of the Buthidae family and used in this work as outgroup, were 

also collected in the same conditions and also sequenced by the group.  

The field work and sampling took place during both day and night periods and 

had different conditions according to the time of the day in which occurred. As 

scorpions are mostly nocturnal and as during the day the temperatures can be very high, 

the sampling during the day period is mostly composed by turning rocks as scorpions 

seek refuge from the heat under them. In the night period, there is no necessity for 

turning rocks as the scorpions go from under the rocks and burrows to hunt and mate, 

and with the use of UV lights they are easily spottable due to their fluorescence (see 

figure 4). For each locality sampled, a scorpion was euthanized as a voucher, as 

representative of that population for morphological study Each specimen’s 

identification code (Id), country and region of origin, as well latitude and longitude 

coordinates are listed in Table 2. Geographic location of the Buthus specimens are in 

Figure 11. 

 

     Id Taxonomy Country Region         Lat.        Long. 

Sc211 Buthus sp. Morocco Beni Mellal 
province 

32.44221 -5.9886 

Sc244 Buthus sp. Morocco Azrou 33.5482 -5.3263 

Sc252 Buthus sp. Morocco Tinerhir 31.5153 -5.5013 

Sc338 Buthus sp. Morocco Ifrane province 33.1598 -5.0658 

Sc372 Buthus sp. Algeria Tikjda 36.4483 4.1250 

Table  3: Identification code (Id), Country and regions of origin as well GPS coordinates for each 

specimen used in this study, both for Buthus as well for the outgroup Androctonus. 
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Sc374 Buthus sp. Algeria Chréa 36.4388 2.925 

Sc375 Buthus sp. Algeria Djebel Chélia 35.3025 7.6525 

Sc376 Buthus sp. Algeria Ksar Chellala 35.1698 2.2172 

Sc381 Buthus sp. Algeria Rechaiga 35.3683 2.0550 

Sc403 Buthus sp. Algeria Parc National 
Belezma 

35.5815 6.0632 

Sc406 Buthus sp. Algeria Djebel Guezoul 35.3979 1.3322 

Sc444 Buthus sp. Morocco Tasraft 32.1842 -5.8782 

Sc491 Buthus sp. Morocco Kelaat- 
M’Gouna 

31.2461 -6.1044 

Sc513 Buthus sp. Morocco Taroundant 
province 

30.7815 -7.6430 

Sc514 Buthus sp. Morocco Taroundant 
province 

30.7815 -7.6430 

Sc526 Buthus  
mariefrance 

Morocco Toutline 29.0915 -9.8862 

Sc548 Buthus draa Morocco Zagora 30.7463 -6.4487 

Sc557 Buthus draa Morocco Zagora 30.7463 -6.4487 

Sc576 Buthus sp. Morocco Al Haouz 
province 

31.5068 -7.46588 

Sc778 Buthus 
mariefrance 

Morocco Guelmin 29.0161 -10.0332 

Sc814 Buthus sp. Morocco Khenifra 
province 

32.6687 -4.6266 

Sc815 Buthus sp. Morocco Tendrara 33.2131 -2.0192 

Sc819 Buthus sp. Morocco Near Debdou 33.7107 -3.0534 

Sc826 Buthus sp. Morocco Aknoul 34.6727 -3.8704 

Sc833 Buthus sp. Morocco Ain- Béni-
Mathar 

33.8923 -2.0192 

Sc848 Buthus sp. Morocco Near Bouarfa 32.5051 -1.5015 

Sc859 Buthus sp. Morocco Boulemane 
province 

33.8222 -3.4498 

Sc861 Buthus sp. Morocco Near Guercif 34.2863 -3.1694 

Sc891 Buthus sp. Tunisia Ghesala 37.0703 9.4962 

Sc893 Buthus sp. Tunisia Fajj at Tamir 35.8823 8.7129 

Sc894 Buthus sp. Tunisia Fajj at Tamir 35.8823 8.7129 

Sc897 Buthus sp. Tunisia Thala 35.5549 8.6811 

Sc898 Buthus sp. Tunisia Thala 35.5549 8.6811 

Sc900 Buthus sp. Tunisia Majal Bal 
Abbas 

34.7115 8.5170 

Sc901 Buthus sp. Tunisia Majal Bal 
Abbas 

34.7115 8.5170 

Sc906 Buthus sp. Tunisia Gafsa Sud 34.3335 8.5789 

Sc907 Buthus sp. Tunisia Gafsa Sud 34.3335 8.5789 

Sc930 Buthus sp. Tunisia Matmata 33.5328 9.9909 
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Sc941 Buthus sp. Tunisia Dar Souid 32.7853 10.3733 

Sc942 Buthus sp. Tunisia Dar Souid 32.7853 10.3733 

Sc943 Buthus sp. Tunisia Dar Souid 32.7853 10.3733 

Sc944 Buthus sp. Tunisia Tataouine north 32.8998 10.2506 

Sc945 Buthus sp. Tunisia Tataouine north 32.8998 10.2506 

Sc1038 Buthus sp. Morocco Jbel Aiachi 32.5520 -4.7835 

Sc1431 Buthus atlantis 
parroti 

Morocco Taroundant 30.4307 -8.8907 

Sc1435 Buthus sp. Morocco Tiznit 29.7035 -9.6725 

Sc1436 Buthus sp. Morocco Tiznit 29.7035 -9.6725 

Sc1438 Buthus sp. Morocco Labassene 29.6279 -9.8837 

Sc1446 Buthus sp. Morocco Bouzarkain 29.0874 -9.8978 

Sc1458 Buthus sp. Morocco S of Agadir 30.1834 -9.5803 

Sc1476 Buthus draa Morocco Zag 28.2498 -9.3330 

Sc1482 Buthus sp. Morocco North from 
Assa 

28.7726 -9.4585 

Sc1496 Buthus draa Morocco Icht 29.0596 -8.8521 

Sc1502 Buthus draa Morocco Icht 29.0607 -8.7360 

Sc1504 Buthus sp. Morocco North from 
Armdaz 

30.0549 -8.4636 

Sc1505 Buthus draa Morocco Tata 29.7267 -7.9745 

Sc1506 Buthus draa Morocco Tata 29.7267 -7.9745 

Sc1517 Buthus draa Morocco Tizgui 
IdaoulBaloul 

29.6556 -8.4393 

Sc1524 Buthus sp. Morocco Iouzane 30.4035 -8.6196 

Sc1535 Buthus bonito Morocco Laayoune 28.0172 -12.2033 

Sc287 Androctonus 
mauretanicus 

Morocco Soukkane 32.5257 -7.8628 

Sc914 Androctonus 
australis 

Tunisia Tozeur 33.9425 8.0342 
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Figure 11 Geographical representation of each Buthus specimen used in this thesis.  
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DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing 

 

 Total genomic DNA was extracted from leg muscle tissue, previously preserved 

in 96% ethanol, applying a standard high-salt method (Sambrook et al, 1989). The 

tissue was taken from one leg of the 4th pair of legs as these are taxonomically less 

relevant than the remaining ones in the species identification, The extraction of DNA 

consisted of taking a sample from leg muscle tissue without any cuticle since it 

possesses some unidentified inhibitors that inhibit the extraction of DNA, placing it in a 

cleen eppendorf  1.5 ml tube and allowing the ethanol to evaporate as it also inhibits the 

DNA extraction. Then the high-salt method was applied, adding 320 µl of extraction 

buffer (0.01 M Tris, 0.01 M EDTA, 1 M NaCl, pH 8), 80 µl of 10% SDS and 10 µl of 

proteinase K solution (10mg/ ml solution). Then, it was incubated at 56ºC overnight 

with continuous agitation to promote the lysis. When the tissue was digested, 180 µl 

NaCl (5M) solution were added to make the precipitation and then the eppendorf turned 

50 times to allow the NaCl solution to mix, followed by centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 

5 minutes. The supernatant was transferred to a clean eppendorf , with caution to not 

pipet the pellet of salt deposits and proteins on the bottom of the eppendorf tube as it, 

once again, will inhibit the extraction of DNA. In the next step, 420 µl of cooled 

isopropanol were added and mixed gently to allow the precipitation of DNA and to start 

the desalting process. The mixture was once again centrifuged for 5 minutes at 13000 

rom and the supernatant, discarded. After this, 250 µl of 70% cooled ethanol were 

added to wash the pellet and the eppendorf was turned another 50 times. Another 

centrifugation follows for more 5 minutes at 13000 rpm and this step, from adding 250 

µl of 70% cooled ethanol to turning the eppendorfs tubes 50 times, was repeated again. 

A last centrifugation was done for 5 minutes at 13000 rpm and the supernatant 

discarded. The pellet dried at  room temperature until there was no alcohol on the 

eppendorf, with the lid open to allow evaporation but carefully protected with paper to 

avoid contaminations. The DNA in the tube was diluted in 100 µl of ultra-pure water 

and allowed to dissolve for 30 minutes before going to the freezer where was kept at -

20ºC. 
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Nuclear markers 

  

 The nuclear markers 28S and 18S have proven to be duplicated in Buthus by the 

group and therefore they could not be used in this study. At the time there are no other 

nuclear markers developed for scorpions, especially for studies regarding lower 

taxonomic levels as the genus is and it was an opportunity to explore. From the work of 

Regier et al. (2010), five nuclear protein-coding genes were selected as they were the 

fastest from the slow evolving genes used in the two species of scorpions in the work. 

Using Mega 5 (Tamura et al.2011), the DNA sequences for Hardrurus arizonensis and 

Heterometrus spinifer were blasted and more sequences for other arthropods added to 

the alignment (Table 3). Basing on the resulting alignment, different sets of primers 

were designed for each gene by me and Arie van der Meijden and all the possible 

combinations tested (Table 4). The design of the primers had to answer to some specific 

criteria: the G-C content should be high (40% -60%), which will also have effects on 

the annealing temperature of the primers, which in turns increases as the G-C content 

also incrases; the length of primers shouldn’t be less than 20 base pairs (bp) in order to 

have a good annealing; altough some degenerate base pairs had to be used, we tried to 

to use a high content of the same; the 3’ end should be G or C in order to have stronger 

bond; we also paid attention to make sure of the absence of significant hairpin and 

dimer formation and lastly we made sure there was no runs over 3 nucleotide (e.g. 

GGGG).  

Amplification reactions were carried out in a 25 µl volume containing 12.5µl of 

REDTaq ReadyMix™ PCR Reaction Mix (Sigma-Aldrich), 1µl 10Mm of each primer 

(forward and reverse), 1µl of DNA template  and 9.5 µl of sterile H2O. The 

amplification strategy was consistent for all the four mitochondrial genes, only with 

slight differences in the annealing temperature and number of cycles. The PCR 

temperature profile consisted of initial denaturation at 94ºC (3 min), followed by 35 

cycles (12S) or 37 cycles ( 16S and CO1) at 94ºC denaturation (30 sec), annealing 

temperature of 51ºC (12S) or 50ºC (CO1 and 16S) for 50 sec, 72ºC extension (1 min), 

followed by final extension at 72ºC (5 min). The resulting PCR products were 

visualized in a 2% agarose gel with GelRed™ in substitution of Ethidium Bromide with 

the M5 ladder. All these procedures were the same used in the mitochondrial markers, 

however with them, I did not obtained any positive results. As such, I varied the primer 
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and DNA concentration in separate reactions as well the number of cycles, time and 

temperatures of annealing in individual replicates. In some PCR’s all the primers for 

each gene were combined in the same reaction to see if there would be any product 

amplification. These PCRs allowed me to obtain positive amplifications for the genes 

GLN amidotransferase and Glucose phosphate isomerase. I performed additional PCRs 

to see which combination worked, with positive identification (GLN_33F/ GAT558_R1 

and GLU_F122/ GLU_R473, respectively).  The amplification was very low and when 

the PCR was repeated in order to increase it, with the exact same conditions, the 

amplification was unsuccessful and therefore we abandoned the attempt to amplify 

nuclear markers. 

 

 

Gene GenBank 
acession numbers 

Species 

 EU026246 Limulus polyphemus 

 EU026247 Nebalia hesseler 

 EU026248 Mastigoproctus giganteus 

 EU026249 Narceus americanus 

 EU026250 Mesocyclops edar 

 EU026251 Cypridopsis vidua 

 EU026252 Podura aquatica 

 EU026253 Speleonectes tulumensis 

Glucose phosphate isomerase EU026254 Triops longicaudatus 

 EU026255 Tanystylum orbiculare 

 GQ886518 Hardrurus arizonensis 

 GQ886519 Heterometrus spinifer 

 GQ886508 Ammothea hilgendorfi 

 GQ886515 Eremocosta gigasella 

 GQ886507 Aphonopelma chalcodes 

 AF310753 Alpheopsis trigonus 

 GQ886512 Carcinoscopus rotundicaudata 

 EU020672 Fascicula auricularia 

 EU885570 Heterometrus spinifer 

ARG methyltransferase GQ885525 Achelia echinata 

 EU020684 Tanystylum orbiculare 

 GQ885547 Hardrurus arizonensis 

GLN amidotransferase GQ888045 Hardrurus arizonensis 

 GQ888073 Scolopendra polymorpha 

 GQ888039 Eremocosta gigasella 

 EU020373 Mastigoproctus giganteus 

 EU020374 Narceus americanus 

Table 4 : Different DNA sequences from each gene retrieved in GenBank with the respective 

access number and name of each correspondent species. 
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 EU020380 Triops longicaudatus 

 

GQ887675 Hardrurus arizonensis 

 

GQ887676 Heterometrus spinifer 

            Glycogen syntax DQ165322 Mastigoproctus giganteus 

 

DQ165320 Limulus polyphemus 

 

GQ887662 Carcinoscopus rotundicaudata 

 

GQ887143 Heterometrus spinifer 

 

GQ887142 Hardrurus arizonensis 

             GTP Binding protein GQ887130 Carcinoscopus rotundicaudata 

 

GQ887121 Eremocosta gigasella 

 

EU020904 Limulus polyphemus 

Gene primer name primer sequence reference 

 GPA552_F 5'-TTYTGGGAYTGGGTNGG-3' DP 

 GPA552_R1 5'-AADATYTTRTGYTCRRA-3' DP 

 GPA552_R2 5'-ACNCCCCAYTGRTCRAA-3' DP 

Glucose 
phosphate 
isomerase 

GLU_F122 5'-CAGCACTTCAAAACWKCACCACT-3' AvdM 

 GLU_R473 5'-GAGCYTCTGTCTGTGCCAAG-3' AvdM 

 AMT712_F 5'-GGNATHCAYGARGARATG-3' DP 

 AMT712_R 5'-TARAANACNGTYTGYTTCCARTG-3' DP 

ARG 
methyltransferase 

ARG_F83 5'-CGGGAAAGGTKGTGCTRG-3' AvdM 

 ARG_R712 5'-TTGGTGCTTCTGGTGCTGTAG-3' AvdM 

 ARG_R689 5'-CCAGTTCKTTTGTGACACTT-3' AvdM 

 ARG_82F 5'-GATGTWGGATGTGGTACTGG-3' AvdM 

 GAT558_F 5'-CARTTYCAYCCNGARGT-3' DP 

 GAT558_R1 5'-TCNGTRTCRTTRTGRTG-3' DP 

GLN 
amidotransferase 

GAT558_R2 5'-ACYTCRTCYTTRTGRAARTC-3' DP 

 GLN_F34 5'-CCAAATGGAAAGGCAATSATGAGG-3' AvdM 

 GLN_R558 5'-GCATCAGCACGTTGACTAGC-3' AvdM 

 GLN_33F 5'-CCAAATGGAAAGGYAATSATGA-3' AvdM 

 GLN_532R 5'-GAGGCACTCTCTATTAAATCTGG-3' AvdM 

 GS947_F 5'-GCNCAYTTYCAYGARTGG-3' DP 

 GS947_R1 5'-CCCCANGGYTCRYARTA-3' DP 

 GS947_R2 5'-CCCATNACNGTRCAYTC-3' DP 

Glycogen syntax GLG_F90 5'-TTGGACGRTATCTCTGTGCTGG-3' AvdM 

 GLG_R915 5'-
GACAACCACGTACAAATTCTTCRTAATCCA-3' 

AvdM 

 GLG_93F 5'- ACGRTATCTSTGTGCTGG-3' AvdM 

Table 5 Table with all the primer names and sequences designed for each gene and the corresponding 

authors Diana Pedroso (DP) or Arie van der Meijden (AvdM) 
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Mitochondrial markers 

 

 

A total of three mitochondrial genes were successfully amplified in this work: 

cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (CO1) gene, mitochondrial LSU (large ribosomal 

subunit) 16S rRNA (16S) and  12s rRNA (12S). The list of markers and the respective 

primers used are in table 2. 

 Amplification reactions were carried out in a 25 µl volume containing  12.5µl of 

REDTaqReadyMix™PCR Reaction Mix (Sigma-Aldrich),1µl 10Mm of each primer ( 

forward and reverse),  1µl of DNA template  and 9.5 µl of sterile H2O.The amplification 

strategy was consistent for all the four  mitochondrial genes, only with slight differences 

in the annealing temperature and number of cycles. The PCR temperature profile 

consisted of initial denaturation at 94ºC (3 min), followed by 35 cycles (12S) or 37 

cycles ( 16S and CO1) at 94ºC denaturation (30 sec), annealing temperature of 51ºC 

(12S) or 50ºC (CO1 and 16S) for 50 sec, 72ºC extension (1 min), followed by final 

extension at 72ºC (5 min). The resulting PCR products were visualized in a 2% agarose 

gel with GelRed™ in substitution of Ethidium Bromide with the M5 ladder. Amplified 

DNA templates were purified and sequenced by a commercial company (Macrogen 

Inc., Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 GLG_R916 5'-CCACGTACAAATTCTTCRTAATCC-3' AvdM 

 GBP841_F 5'-GCNGARAAYTTYCCITTYTG-3' DP 

 GBP841_R 5'-GCCATDATRAANCCYTTYTCRAARTC-3' DP 

GTP Binding 
protein 

GTP_F90 5'-CATGCCAGCTAGCAAAGTTCC-3' AvdM 

 GTP_R772 5'-GTCCAGGCTTTSACTTCGTCT-3' AvdM 

 GTP_93F 5'-GCCAGCTAGCAARGTTCC-3' AvdM 
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Phylogenetic analysis 

 

Sequence screening and base call checking by eye was performed in Finch TV 

(Finch TV 1.4.0,Geospiza,) and sequences aligned with then ClustalW extension in 

Mega 5 (Tamura et al.2011) retaining the default settings. The mtDNA concatenated 

dataset included multiple sequences alignments from the three mitochondrial genes. 

Variable, conserved and parsimony informative sites were calculated in MEGA5 as well 

all the genetic distances (Tamura et al. 2011). 

The phylogenetic analysis was performed using two different methods: 

Maximum Likelihood analysis and Bayesian inference. Both these methods present 

different theoretical backgrounds however both are very useful. The ML analysis 

evaluates a hypothesis given the selected model that could have originated our dataset, 

in which the model with higher likelihood of reflecting the evolutionary history is 

preferable than the one with lower probabilities. The analysis is repeated on a resampled 

dataset to produce bootstrap support values for each branch. The BI is different as it is 

an inference method where prior relationships are determining for choosing the 

phylogenetic trees given the chosen model at priori, translated in posterior probabilities 

instead of bootstraps using the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm (Huelsenback, 

2001). JModelTest 0.1 (Posada, 2008) was used in order to find the most adequate 

evolution model according to the AIC criterion to use in these two methods of 

phylogenetic estimation.  

Gene Primer Primer sequence Reference 

COI COI_Buthus F62 5’- CCWGGDTCTTTGGT-3’ Arie Van der Meijden 

 COI_Buthus R568 5’-AGGRTCAAAAAAWGAATG-3’ Arie Van der Meijden 

 COI_AVDM_F 5’-WYTCTACIAATCAYAARGATATTGG-3’ Arie Van der Meijden 

12S 12S_F 5’- AGAGTGACGGGCAATATGTG-3’ Arie Van der Meijden 

 12S_R 5’-CAGCGGCTGCGGTTATAC-3’ Arie Van der Meijden 

16S 18_MER 5’- CGATTTGAACTCAGATCA-3’ Fet et al. 2001 

 20_MER 5’-GTGCAAAGGTAGCATAATCA-3’ Fet et al. 2001 

Table 6  Mitochondrial genes used in this thesis as well name of the primers of each gene, sequences 

and corresponding authors 
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The Maximum Likelihood (ML) analysis was performed in Mega 5 (Tamura et 

al.2011), with 500 bootstrap replicates, following the given model for each gene and for 

the concatenated data set estimated in Jmodeltest under the AIC criterion. The Bayesian 

Inference (BI) methods was performed MrBayes 3.2.0 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist., 

2001)  using also the models selected in Jmodeltest under the AIC criterion, using 

5.000.000 generations, sampling trees every 10th generation and the consensus tree 

calculated after discarding the first 12,500 trees. The genetic diversity was estimated in 

MEGA5, as well the overall mean genetic distances between species, between groups 

and within groups with 16S. The calculation of average genetic distances in this study 

were based on 16S sequences. The preferable mitochondrial marker would be COI so 

the genetic distances could have a direct comparison with previous woeks. However, 

COI was the gene is this work with more missing data which would affect in great 

extent the calculations for all the clades. 16S was chosen instead due to the high number 

of variable sites (37.1%) and parsimony informative sites (29.4%) and as was the 

marker with less missing data in this study In order to have a comparison of genetic 

distances for Buthus with a group with well-defined species and phylogenetic 

relationships, 22 COI sequences from different and well described species of 

Mesobuthus Vachon, 1950 were downloaded from GenBank and aligned in MEGA 5. 

The overall genetic distances were calculated in a genus from the Buthidae family, 

whose species are well documented and identified, with a Jukes-Cantor correction, with 

100 bootstraps, at uniform rates and complete deletion of gaps and missing data.  
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Table 7  Table with length, number of variable sites, non-variable sites, parsimony informative 

sites and respective percentages for each gene used in this work as well for the concatenated 

data set. 

Results 

  

 In total, 59 Buthus specimens were analysed from different locations in 

Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria, comprising a concatenated  mtDNA data set alignment 

of 1287 bp (350 bp for 16S, 467 bp for 12S and 470 bp for COI).The concatenated 

DNA dataset included the 16S, 12S and COI genes and contained 507 variable sites 

(39.4 %) and 780 non-variable sites (60.6 %) and 409 parsimony-informative sites 

(31,8%) of the total nucleotide positions. In addition, another dataset was built from all 

the sequences in the NCBI for COI of Buthus and analysed as outlined before. 

Information for all the data sets is present in table 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data set 
length 
(bp) 

variable 
sites 

% of 
variable 

sites 

non-
variable 

sites 

% of non-
variable 

sites 

parsimony-
informative 

sites 

% of 
parsimony-
informative 

sites 

16S 350 130 37,14% 220 62,86% 103 29,43% 

12S 467 234 50,11% 233 49,89% 187 40,04% 

COI 470 143 30,43% 327 69,57% 119 25,32% 

TotalCOI  353 183 51,84% 170 48,16% 142 40,23% 
Total 

mtDNA  
1287 507 39,39% 780 60,6% 409 31,78% 
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Using Jmodeltest  (Posada, 2008),the best model of nucleotide evolution for 

each gene and for the concatenated data sets was estimated, and used in both Maximum 

Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian analysis (BI) (Table 7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The analysis resulted in several ML and BI trees either for each individual gene 

as for the concatenated data set. In overall, five clades were resolved in the study area of 

the Maghreb region and will be analysed further below (figure 12). The ML tree based 

on the concatenated dataset of all three genes did not provide basal resolution (as the 

basal branches are short and with low bootstrap support values. The same lack of basal 

support was found in the trees based on the individual genes. On the other hand, the five 

well defined monophyletic clades mentioned before were supported by good bootstrap 

values ranging from 76 to 99 percent. Three of these clades restricted to the Moroccan 

part of our sampling area:  clade 2, 4 and 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data set Best model of nucleotide evolution 

16S TVM+I+G 

12S TIM1+I+G 

COI TIM1+I+G 

Total COI TVM+I+G 

Total mtDNA GTR+I+G 

Table 8 Models of nucleotide evolution for each individual genes and concatenated data sets of 

COI and mtDNA. 
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Figure 12 Maximum likelihood and Bayesian Inference trees resulting from the analysis. Samples which not grouped in any of the clades are marked with black 

dots. 
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Figure 13 Inference of the phylogenetic relationships in Buthus basing on the Maximum likelihood (ML) analysis. Bootstrap values under 70 are omitted from the tree as 

well the samples which were congruent with the clades formed in the concatenated ML tree. The displaced samples are marked with the color of the clade they belong in 

the final ML tree and the ones with black circles could not be assigned unambiguously. 
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COI BI 
16S BI 

Figure 14  Inference of the phylogenetic relationships in Buthus through the Bayesian inference (BI) analysis re. Posterior probabilities values under 80 are omitted from 

the trees which were condensed in order to highlight the inconsistent samples along the different trees. These samples are marked with the color of the clade to which they 

belong in the final ML tree and the ones with black circles could not be assigned unambiguously to any clade. 
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Clade 2 is located in the Anti-Atlas mountains in the convergence with the Souss 

valley and it is consistent in both phylogenetic analysis. I decided not to subdivide in 

subclades as two samples from this clade (Sc513 and Sc514) are from the same locality 

and this fact could bias the structuration within the clade, as this clade is fairly restricted 

geographically. Nonetheless, all the samples always group together in this clade through 

the entire analysis. One single event stands out in both ML and BI analysis of COI 

regarding this clade. The sample Sc1435, which groups with clade 4 in both analysis, 

groups within this clade, situation that does not occur in any other marker. 

 

   

 

 

The second clade exclusive to Morocco is the clade 4. This clade possesses the 

southernmost distribution in Morocco attributed to a clade in this region. Its distribution 

encompasses the southern range of the Anti-atlas, extending to the eastern slope of the 

mountains along the Draa valley and covering from west to east of southern Morocco 

(Figure 13). It is a well-supported and consistent clade and can be structured in three 

distinct subclades. Subclade 4A presents high support values (bootstrap (bp)=0.99 and 

posterior probabilities (pp)= 1.00) is located south to Tiznit, near Guelmin with samples 

Figure 15 Map with the geographic distribution of the Buthus clades and subclades present in 

the Morocco and western Algeria.  

Sc 1458 
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geographically close to each other and is a sister clade to subclade 4B. Subclade 4B is 

composed of specimens with a relevant geographic distance. While Sc1435 and Sc1436 

belong to the same geographical location, west to the southern range of the Anti-Atlas, 

near Tiznit and close to the coast, the Sc1506 is located in the opposite slope of the 

southern Anti-Atlas near Tata, encompassing the Draa valley, near where specimens of 

subclade 4A occur. The remaining samples of clade 4 didn’t present support enough to 

be considered to form a clade. Its distribution is mostly centred east to the Anti-Atlas 

mountains, bordering Algeria with one sample as a single exception, Sc1438, which is 

found near the coast, south to Guelmin, in the Draa valley. The sample Sc1535 has the 

southernmost distribution of these samples and of the entire clade as it is placed south of 

Tan Tan plage, where the Draa river flows into the sea. The subclades 4A and 4B are 

consistent in both ML and BI analysis although the sister subclades 4A and 4B do not 

present basal support in the ML analysis. In addition, in the BI analysis, Sc557 and 

Sc548, samples from the same place present a politomy while in the ML this does not 

happen although it also lacks support. The relationships within this last subclade are not 

resolved. The only two inconsistencies in this clade are the Sc1435 sample which 

appears in clade 3 in both COI analysis instead of clade 4 and the sample Sc1535 which 

is also displaced, grouping in the COI individual BI tree in clade 5 instead of clade 4.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sc 1458 

Figure 16 Distribution of the samples of clade 4 and its subclades in Morocco, the inset shows a 

portion of the ML tree with the subclades highlighted.  
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Clade 5 is formed by only two specimens which are located in the eastern slope of 

High-Atlas mountains, north of Quazarzate. This clade is consistent though all the 

analysis as well supported. 

 Of all the clades defined in this study, clade 3 is the most widespread. This clade 

is also present in Algeria. However, its distribution centre is in Morocco, more precisely 

in the mountains of the High-Atlas and Middle-Atlas in a north-eastern direction 

towards Algeria (Figure 14). This clade is divided into two distinct subclades. Subclade 

3A is widely distributed in the High-Atlas and it extends to the Riff mountains in 

Morocco and the High plateau in Algeria. The relationships within the subclade are not 

clear and lack support, however the clade itself is well supported in both methods of 

phylogenetic relationships inference, with bp= 97 and pp of 1.00.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The subclade 3B has its geographic distribution more restricted than subclade 

3A encompassing the western slope of the High-Atlas and Middle- Atlas mountains and 

is the most basal clade of clade 3. This subclade (3B) is composed by three samples 

Sc211, Sc244 and Sc576, the last displaying the southernmost position of this subclade. 

In the ML tree the samples which constitute this clade do not possess any basal support 

in order to be grouped in a subclade, situation that does not happen in the BI analysis. 

The single incongruity regarding this subclade concerns the sample Sc211, which is 

Figure 17: Map with the distribution of clade 3 and corresponding clades in Morocco. 
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displaced in both COI trees, not grouping in any clade as it does not possess basal 

support. 

 

Algeria 

Throughout the analysis of both concatenated mtDNA data set as individual 

gene trees, the specimens sampled in Algeria could not be assigned to any of the clades 

defined in this study due to incongruities among the trees (figure 15 and figure 17). The 

sample Sc372 grouped with different samples inconsistently in the trees. In the BI tree, 

the Sc372 sample groups with Sc374 and 406 ,(pp=1.00), which in turn in the ML tree 

these two specimens group with clade 4 and clade 1, respectively, with no support for 

the branch. Regarding the ML analysis, Sc372 groups with the specimen Sc403 

(bp=92), the latter specimen grouping within clade 1 in the BI analysis (pp=0.96).  

Other specimen from Algeria, Sc375, in the ML tree is placed close to clade 3 (bp= 97) 

and in the BI tree is in clade 1 (pp=0.97) from Tunisia. Considering all these 

inconsistencies among the trees, all the samples from Algeria are considered as not 

grouping with any of the clades defined in this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 Map with showing the samples from in Algeria: the ones that do not group in any 

of the clades in this study and the single samples which constitutes the Algerian 

phylogenetic unit. 
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Tunisia 

 

Tunisia presents a clade exclusive to this region, the clade 1 (Figure 16). This 

clade distribution encompasses the Aurès mountains in northern Tunisia as well the 

central and southern Tunisia, with much less elevation. The substructure within the 

clade reveals three distinct subclades; subclade 1A, 1B and 1C. Subclade 1A 

encompasses the mountainous region in northern Tunisia and it is constituted by three 

samples: Sc893 and Sc894 from the same locality in the Aurès mountains and Sc891 

sample with the northernmost position attributed to a sample within clade 1, close to the 

Tunisian northern coast of the Mediterranean. In both phylogenetic analysis this 

subclade is considered the most basal subclade, sister taxa with clade 1B (bp=95 and 

pp=1.00).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subclade 1B encompasses a distribution in the Aurés mountains although further south 

to subclade 1A, towards central Tunisia. Subclade 1B is congruent in all the analysis 

although the BI shows even further resolution of the subclade. The third clade of 

Tunisia is subclade 1C and it is distributed in south-eastern Tunisia, close to the 

Mediterranean coast. This is the only subclade which differs between both methods of 

phylogenetic inference: in the ML analysis this subclade lacks resolution and support 

within the clade. 

B

ML 

Figure 19 Map representing clade 1 in Tunisia, divided in its subclades according to both 

BI and ML analysis. 
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Table 9  Pairwise genetic distances between and within and the five clades in Buthus, followed 

by the standard deviations (SD). 

Table 10  Pairwise genetic distances between the subclades of the Buthus genus. 

 

 

 

 

Regardless the lack of basal resolution amongst the clades found in this study, 

the majority of them have its core of distribution in Morocco, which reinforces the 

overall accepted hypothesis of centre of diversity of the genus having its origin in the 

Morocco, as hypothesised in different works before (Gantenbein & Largiadér (2003); 

Gantenbein, 2004; Habel et al., 2012; Sousa et al., 2012). In addition, the majority of 

Buthus specimens are not identified to the species level, mainly due to its conserved 

morphology, cases of cryptic species and lack of viable identification keys. All these 

factors combined point to the presence of multiple species within the clades found in 

this study. The calculation of average genetic distances was based on 16S sequences. 

The preferable mitochondrial marker would be COI in order for the genetic distances be 

directly compared to previous works. However, COI was the gene is this work with 

more missing data which would affect in great extent the calculations for all the clades. 

16S was chosen instead due to the high number of variable sites (37.1%) and parsimony 

informative sites (29.4%) and as it was the marker with less missing data in this study. 

 
Clade 3 Clade 5 Clade 2 Clade 4 Clade 1 D SD 

Clade 3 
 

- - - - 0.075 0.009 

Clade 5 0,139 
 

- - - 0.024 0.008 

Clade 2 0,127 0,108 
 

- - 0.065 0.01 

Clade 4 0,130 0,109 0,122 
 

- 0.074 0.008 

Clade 1 0,138 0,122 0,113 0,126 
 

0.04 0.005 

 3B 5 3A 2 4A 1A 1B 1C 4B 

3B  - - - - - - - - 

5 0,130  - - - - - - - 

3A 0,126 0,143  - - - - - - 

2 0,113 0,110 0,132  - - - - - 

4A 0,143 0,137 0,148 0,150  - - - - 

1A 0,134 0,121 0,156 0,125 0,143  - - - 

1B 0,126 0,124 0,147 0,111 0,127 0,044 - - - 

1C 0,125 0,118 0,150 0,112 0,130 0,039 0,021  - 

4B 0,122 0,100 0,137 0,113 0,084 0,124 0,132 0,120  
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The overall mean distance was of 11.2 %, the exact mean distance of the Mesobuthus 

genus, the last calculated with COI instead of 16S because, COI was the marker most 

used on numerous phylogenetic studies in several genus and most of the sequences 

available on GenBank are from COI. Mesobuthus, a genus from the Buthidae family, 

has well recognized and studied species. Although no direct comparison can be made 

between COI and 16S, the fact than the overall genetic distances are the same and the 

standard deviation (SD) are almost the same value ( Buthus SD= 1.2%; Mesobuthus 

SD= 1.1%). This reinforces again the presence of multiple species within the clades. 

This reinforces again the presence of multiple species within the clades. The average 

genetic distance ranges between clades ranged from 10.8% to 13.9%  

The clade with highest genetic distances, within (7.5%) and between clades 

(15.6%), is clade 3 (Table 9). This clade is the most widespread clade in this study and 

seems to have very similar genetic distances towards two additional clades that are 

geographically very distanciated from clade 3: clade 5 in Morocco and clade 1 in 

Tunisia. The distribution of clade 5 although it does not overlap with the distribution 

clade 3 in this study, although they are fairly close to each other in the Atlas mountains, 

clade 3 in the western and central range and clade 5 in the eastern slope. Such 

geographical proximity is not mirrored in the genetic distances, where these clades 

differ in 13.9%. One possible explanation is that clade 5 is very geographically 

restricted as we only possess two specimens, and a larger sampling could change these 

results of genetic distances. Regarding clade 3 and clade 1, the Tunisian clade, the 

distance of 13.8% can be reflecting the geographical distance between these clades as 

despite the clade 3 being present in Algeria, the main core of its distribution on this 

study is in Morocco. It could be a case of isolation by distance. The clade 1 was a recent 

in this work and it possesses the second lowest genetic distance among all the clades 

and the analysis of the subclades reveals even more interesting patterns. 

The highest genetic distances within the clade 1 concerns subclade 1A in the Aurès 

mountains and the subclade 1B, in this mountains range but further south. The genetic 

distance between these two subclades is of 4.4% while the distance between the most 

geographically distanciated subclades, 1A and 1C (in southern Tunisia) is of 3.9%. The 

lowest genetic distances within this clade is between subclade 1B and 1C of 2.1%. If 

analysed under a biogeographic perspective, one can see that northern Tunisia is a 

mountainous region, with the Aurès mountains connecting to the Tell- Atlas mountains 

Algeria. 
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Discussion 

 

The distinctive trait of our work comparing to all the previous studies of Buthus 

in the Maghreb region, was the use of multiple mitochondrial markers. As was 

addressed in the methodology, nuclear 18S and 28S could not be used, as in previous 

studies performed by the group they have proved to be duplicated, and further analysis 

with these markers would not be time and cost effective. As such, we have to develop 

additional markers that also proved to me ineffective. The primers designed by Regier et 

al. (2010) were very degenerated as they were constructed in order to compare distant 

related taxa and although their amplification was tried in this work, it did not work. The 

primers designed by me and Dr. Arie van der Meijden were based on the alignment of 

published sequences on GenBank for the two scorpions species in that work. All these 

primers did not work either. The sequences published on GenBank and which we used 

for the construction of our primers were originally mRNA sequences from Regier et al., 

(2010) that later on were translated to DNA sequences by the authors. The mRNA 

sequences do not possess introns, but the DNA sequences do. In the direct translation 

from mRNA to DNA sequences, introns may be lost and this could be the cause why 

our primers did not amplify. The primers designed basing on those sequences may be 

annealing in an intron region which is absent from the published sequences once they 

were directly translated from MRNA. However, our mitochondrial data set was the 

largest used in Buthus until now, involving 12S, 16S and COI genes, enabling a more 

detailed analysis of the phylogenetic relationships. Gantenbein & Largiadér (2003) and 

Gantenbein (2004) did the first phylogenetic studies in Buthus in which they aimed to 

access the genetic diversity of the genus across the strait of Gibraltar, comparing North 

African population to populations from the Iberian Peninsula. In their analysis, three 

main clades were defined: an European clade, an Atlas clade (Morocco) and a Tell-

Atlas clade in Tunisia. Furthermore, they also found that the North African populations 

were more genetically diverse than the European ones. All these findings were partially 

corroborated by the work of Sousa et al., (2012), where the so called Tell-Atlas clade 

and  European clade by Gantenbein & Largiadér (2003) and Gantenbein (2004), was 

grouping with the Atlas clade from Morocco. In fact, the work of Sousa et al., 2012 

revealed 4 well supported clades for Buthus in the Maghreb region, one less than in this 

study, discovered now in Tunisia. 
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The most widespread clade found in Morocco in this work is clade 3 which 

partially corresponds to the most widely spread clade found in Sousa et al., (2012), 

clade D, with its geographical distribution in the mountains of the High-Atlas and 

Middle-Atlas as well in Algeria. Although the Iberian Peninsula was not analysed in 

this thesis, in overall, both clades are correspondent in the Maghreb region except for its 

distribution in Tunisia. While in my work, clade 3 is absent in Tunisia, region which 

possesses an exclusive clade, in Sousa et al., (2012) this exclusive clade from Tunisia 

clade does not exist and the clade 3 distribution ranges into this country (Figure 20). 

The clade 2, distributed the Anti-Atlas mountains in the convergence with the Souss 

valley, also corresponds to a clade in Sousa et al., (2012) (clade A) with similar 

geographical distribution, although it is more widely spread as the sampling in that area 

was more extended ; clade 4 has the same distribution as clade C in their work in 

eastern slope of the mountains along the Draa valley, extending from west to east of 

southern Morocco although in this work the upper limit this range is slightly further 

north; the clade found in this work geographically more restricted and only constituted 

by two specimens, clade 5, appears to possess the same conditions of clade B in Sousa 

et al., (2012), with a restricted geographical range in the eastern slope of High-Atlas 

mountains, north of Quazarzate and also formed by few specimens. Finally, clade 1 is 

the discovery in this work that was not present in Sousa et al., (2012). This clade is 

distributed from the north to southern Tunisia, present anywhere else in the Maghreb.  

Regardless the lack of basal resolution amongst the clades found in this study, 

the majority of them have its core of distribution in Morocco, which reinforces the 

overall accepted hypothesis of centre of diversity of the genus having its origin in the 

Morocco, as hypothesised in different works before (Gantenbein & Largiadér (2003); 

Gantenbein, 2004; Habel et al., 2012; Sousa et al., 2012). In addition, the majority of 

Buthus specimens are not identified to the species level, mainly due to its conserved 

morphology, cases of cryptic species and lack of viable identification keys. All these 

factors combined point to the presence of multiple species within the clades found in 

this study. The calculation of average genetic distances was based on 16S sequences. 

The preferable mitochondrial marker would be COI in order for the genetic distances be 

directly compared to previous works. However, COI was the gene is this work with 

more missing data which would affect in great extent the calculations for all the clades. 
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16S was chosen instead due to the high number of variable sites (37.1%) and 

parsimony informative sites (29.4%) and as it was the marker with less missing data in 

this study. The overall mean distance was of 11.2 %, the exact mean distance of the 

Mesobuthus genus, the last calculated with COI instead of 16S because, COI was the 

marker most used on numerous phylogenetic studies in several genus and most of the 

sequences available on GenBank are from COI. Mesobuthu, a genus from the Buthidae 

family, has well recognized and studied species. Although no direct comparison can be 

made between COI and 16S, the fact than the overall genetic distances are the same and 

the standard deviation (SD) are almost the same value ( Buthus SD= 1.2%; Mesobuthus 

SD= 1.1%). This reinforces again the presence of multiple species within the clades.  

The average genetic distance ranges between clades ranged from 10.8% to 13.9% 

(Table 8).  

 

Figure 20   Figure representing the distribution if the clades found in this work for the Maghreb 

region (A,B) as well the distribution of the clades found in Sousa et al.,(2012). 
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The clade with highest genetic distances, within (7.5%) and between clades (15.6%), is 

clade 3. This clade is the most widespread clade in this study and seems to have very 

similar genetic distances towards two additional clades that are geographically very 

distanciated from clade 3: clade 5 in Morocco and clade 1 in Tunisia. The distribution 

of clade 5 although it does not overlap with the distribution clade 3 in this study, 

although they are fairly close to each other in the Atlas mountains, clade 3 in the 

western and central range and clade 5 in the eastern slope. Such geographical proximity 

is not mirrored in the genetic distances, where these clades differ in 13.9%. One 

possible explanation is that clade 5 is very geographically restricted as we only possess 

two specimens, and a larger sampling could change these results of genetic distances. 

Regarding clade 3 and clade 1, the Tunisian clade, the distance of 13.8% can be 

reflecting the geographical distance between these clades as despite the clade 3 being 

present in Algeria, the main core of its distribution on this study is in Morocco. It could 

be a case of isolation by distance. The clade 1 was a recent in this work and it possesses 

the second lowest genetic distance among all the clades and the analysis of the 

subclades reveals even more interesting patterns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Clade 3 Clade 5 Clade 2 Clade 4 Clade 1 D SD 

Clade 3 
 

- - - - 0.075 0.009 

Clade 5 0,139 
 

- - - 0.024 0.008 

Clade 2 0,127 0,108 
 

- - 0.065 0.01 

Clade 4 0,130 0,109 0,122 
 

- 0.074 0.008 

Clade 1 0,138 0,122 0,113 0,126 
 

0.04 0.005 

Table 11 Pairwise genetic distances between and within and the five clades in Buthus, followed  
by the standard deviations (SD). 
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Table 12  Pairwise genetic distances between the subclades of the Buthus genus. 
 

 

 

The highest genetic distances within the clade 1 concerns subclade 1A in the Aurès 

mountains and the subclade 1B, in this mountains range but further south. The genetic 

distance between these two subclades is of 4.4% while the distance between the most 

geographically distanciated subclades, 1A and 1C (in southern Tunisia) is of 3.9%. The 

lowest genetic distances within this clade is between subclade 1B and 1C of 2.1%. If 

analysed under a biogeographic perspective, one can see that northern Tunisia is a 

mountainous region, with the Aurès mountains connecting to the Tell- Atlas mountains 

Algeria. This may explain the high diversity in the north comparing to the south, 

however, the most interesting is that the highest genetic distances were found in the 

subclades in the mountains instead of the most geographically distinct clades, what it 

was a surprise. In the work of Habel et al., (2012) the importance of the mountains in 

Morocco as the source of genetic diversity due to its role as refugia in the last 

glaciations was highlighted and in some extent, the same case could be occurring in 

Tunisia. Despite the need of further sampling in Tunisia, it could be the case that this 

clade arrived in Tunisia from Algeria through the Tell-Atlas mountains, entering in the 

north-eastern range of the Aurès mountains in Tunisia, as they are connected, and then 

expanded towards the south. The presence of a salt lake in the centre of Tunisia could 

also have delayed the expansion of Buthus populations from the mountains towards the 

south acting as a physical barrier to gene flow and possibly explain the patterns in 

genetic diversity among the subclades. The same case is being reported in some extent 

in the master thesis of Pedro Coelho with the genus Androctonus, a member of the 

Buthidae family. The clades within Morocco show similar genetic distances regarding 

 3B 5 3A 2 4A 1A 1B 1C 4B 

3B  - - - - - - - - 

5 0,130  - - - - - - - 

3A 0,126 0,143  - - - - - - 

2 0,113 0,110 0,132  - - - - - 

4A 0,143 0,137 0,148 0,150  - - - - 

1A 0,134 0,121 0,156 0,125 0,143  - - - 

1B 0,126 0,124 0,147 0,111 0,127 0,044 - - - 

1C 0,125 0,118 0,150 0,112 0,130 0,039 0,021  - 

4B 0,122 0,100 0,137 0,113 0,084 0,124 0,132 0,120  
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clade 1 from Tunisia (11.3% to 13.8%), with clade 3 being the clade more genetically 

distanciated from Tunisia.  

Geographical barriers to gene flow as mountains (Anti-Atlas, Middle-Atlas, 

High-Atlas, Tell-Atlas and Aurès-mountains) and river valleys as the Souss and Draa 

appear to be essential in shaping the clades distribution. This type of pattern is 

encountered within clade 3, whose subclades 3A and 3B seem to be separated by the 

high altitudes in the Middle-Atlas and High-Atlas; the clade 4 has its two well 

supported subclades distributed around the Anti-Atlas range with its distribution to the 

south limited by the Draa valley. The subclade 4B of the clade 4 appears to have an 

interesting distribution as one of the samples which constitute this subclade, Sc1506, is 

located on the eastern slope of the Anti-Atlas grouping with the samples from the same 

subclade located in the western slope on this same mountains. This is interesting as the 

Anti-Atlas mountains could act as a geographical barrier to gene flow and yet, the 

phylogenetic relationships of these subclade point otherwise, where a specimen is 

related to other two specimens morphologically different, and yet, grouping together in 

a subclade. The explanation could that these specimens could be different morphotypes 

of the mitochondria that due to unknown factors were selected but no further 

assumptions can be made. 

When looking into the biogeographic location of all the clades analysed in this 

study, one common factor stands out: the majority of them is present in a mountain 

range. Previous studies in Buthus have focused on resolving the genus relationships in 

its core area of distribution that is Morocco. Some areas in Morocco are very disturbed 

due to human presence and agricultural exploitation and as such, these non-

mountainous areas, lack sampling and even present to be a not so suitable environment 

to the occurrence of scorpions, especially Buthus. Despite these gaps in the sampling, it 

was observed that the majority of the clades occur in mountainous regions, especially in 

Morocco, a region addressed in previous studies, as in Gantenbein & Largiadér (2003) , 

Sousa et al.,(2012), Habel et al.,(2012), but also in regions never before studied in such 

detail as Tunisia.  

 Some of the most recent studies brought new insights in the Genus distribution 

in the whole Maghreb region, but in Morocco in particular, as it presents a unique 

history and complexity present in nowhere else (Sousa et al.,  2012; Habel et al.,  2012). 

The common factor in these studies was the use of a single mitochondrial marker, which 

is also the most commonly used in phylogenetic studies: the COI. While in Sousa et al. 
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2012 the distribution of Buthus in the Iberian Peninsula and North Africa was addressed 

only using the COI marker, this study uses two more additional markers and focusing 

on the North African region, where the centre of diversity for the genus is. The results 

obtained by Sousa et al., 2012 brought a new insight in the genus and this study is 

mostly congruent with those results, deepening the analysis and encompassing 

additional information with more mitochondrial markers. However, another study was 

made by Habel et al., 2012 in which the aiming was to access microallopatry rates in 

Buthus  in the Atlas mountains and the role these mountains could play on speciation 

events. The first incongruity in the work of Habel et al.,2012 regards the sampling 

which was in some extent biased as did not aimed to cover the Atlas mountains range in 

a uniform perspective, focusing on specific geographical locations and doing intensive 

sampling in those areas. The groups formed were almost a direct reflection to the 

geographic region to which they belonged, lacking information in important areas of the 

mountains that could supply additional information, not forming a uniformly covered 

area and seeming to be more biogeographic patterns than on the genus itself. In 

addition, the results obtained from the analysis of the COI mitochondrial marker 

showed, as in this study, no basal resolution for Buthus as well lack on information 

about the relationships between the groups. They also did a COI analysis with 

sequences retrieved from GenBank for Buthus and we decided to do the same, retrieving 

this time all the sequences ever published on GenBank of the COI mitochondrial gene 

in Buthus. As the alignment presented 334 COI sequences for Buthus with low support 

for many of the most basal branches,  we made a condensed ML COI tree in Mega with 

100 bootstraps as a measure of comparison in which we omitted all the bootstrap values 

under 75. The resultant tree is in Figure 29 in the appendix. The tree did not present 

support for the clades found in this work, as well not basal resolution and lack of 

support for the phylogenetic relationships between and within the groups. This analysis 

was made with the purpose of showing the complexity of the history of this genus. 

Despite the long way that lies ahead, we were able to corroborate the previous 

findings made on Buthus and even make new ones. Morocco seems in fact to be the 

centre of the diversity of Buthus, were its core of distribution is in the Atlas mountains 

range, with the older lineages present there and being affected along time by the 

orogeny of the mountains, but also, Tunisia was a revelation, with a more complex 

history than thought until now. Also Algeria seems to be very promising, and further 

analysis in this region could bring new insights to the phylogeny of the genus. Both the 
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case of Morocco and Tunisia showed the importance that mountains have upon the 

genus distribution, serving as refugia in the glaciations and still holding the major 

diversity of the genus, and the role they can have as north-south geographical barriers to 

gene flow, as stated in Sousa et al.2012, even more evident now in Tunisia, a more 

recent expansion of Buthus.  
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Conclusions 

 

 The phylogenetic analysis demonstrated the existence of five well defined clades 

in the Maghreb region: three clades exclusive to Morocco, one widespread clade from 

Morocco also present in Algeria and one exclusive clade from Tunisia. All these clades 

were found in the mountain ranges in the Maghreb, which, together with the river 

valleys were responsible for shaping the clade’s distribution. These mountains also may 

act as natural geographical barriers to gene flow, impeding it and favouring processes of 

speciation and endemism.  

The basal lineages of Buthus are present in the Atlas mountains in Morocco, 

especially in the High-Atlas. It is possible that these lineages expanded from this region 

into the Iberian Peninsula and colonized Europe, as it was stated in Gantenbein & 

Largiadèr,(2003), Gantenbein (2004), Habel et al., (2012) and Sousa et al., (2012). 

Basing on mitochondrial data, Sousa et al., (2012) also propose that a second wave of 

colonization occurred, this time in the opposite direction, from the Iberian Peninsula to 

the Maghreb region. All these previous works were based on the CO1 gene, but even 

our dataset encompassing three mitochondrial genes, point to the origin of the genus to 

be definitely in the mountainous region of Morocco later expanding towards east, south 

and north.  

Algeria needs further investigation as the few samples from this region included 

in this work could not be confidently assigned to any of the major clades identified.  

Some sampling also needs to be improved in Morocco, in the mountainous range as it 

has proven to be the origin for the diversity of the genus. 

 Tunisia proved surprising in this work, with one clade unreported until now, and 

exclusive to this region. This will possibly bring further resolution in this clade, 

although it seems to be more recent than the ones in Morocco, supporting the wave of 

colonization from the west, in Atlas mountains in Morocco, to the east. 

The distribution of Buthus is not confined to the Maghreb although its centre of 

diversity has been proven to be in this region, more specifically in Morocco.  It would 

be very interesting to have samples from other regions in North Africa were Buthus has 

been reported, such as Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, the horn of Africa and the Arabian 

peninsula. This would provide a broader view of the genus phylogeny in whole North 
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Africa and allowing to see how it has expanded from a single region in the Maghreb to 

entire North Africa.  

The genes used in this work provided a good insight in the Buthus phylogeny, although 

not equally. CO1 was the mitochondrial makers which allowed the least inference of the 

clades present in the Maghreb, even though was the most conserved, and therefore 

conveyed the most basal resolution. 

 All these downsides were balanced with the use of two extra mitochondrial 

markers that compensated the limitations of CO1. This study has proven that the single 

use of CO1 may not reflect the phylogeny of a genus, but combined with other markers 

can give a deep insight of the same. CO1 can be used in barcoding studies, as I did in 

the side project on camel spiders which I am included (see below). Although the all 

clades were well defined and supported, the relationships between them lack support as 

the genus also lacked basal resolution. The use of nuclear markers could help to 

improve this resolution of the basal relationships within the genus. Thus the search for 

suitable nuclear marker is essential which combined with multiple mitochondrial 

markers would help to unveil the intricate relationships of one of the most widespread 

genus in the Maghreb region. 
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Figure 21 Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based on a ML analysis of 

concatenated mtDNA sequences. Bootstrap values under 70 were omitted from the tree. 

 Maximum Likelihood 
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Figure 22  Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based on a ML analysis 

of 12S sequences. Bootstrap values under 70 were omitted from the tree. 

12S ML  
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Figure 23  Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based on a ML analysis of 16S 

sequences. Bootstrap values under 70 were omitted from the tree. 

16S ML  
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Figure 24  Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based on a ML analysis of COI 

sequences. Bootstrap values under 70 were omitted from the tree. 

COI ML  
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Figure 25  Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based  Bayesian Inference of 

concatenated mtDNA sequences Posterior probabilities under 80 were omitted from the tree. 

Bayesian Inference 
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Figure 26     Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based on Bayesian Inference of 

12S sequences. Posterior probabilities under 80 were omitted from the tree 

12S BI  
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16S BI tree 

 

 

 

16S BI  

Figure 27 Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based on Bayesian Inference 

analysis of 16S sequences. Bootstrap values under 70 were omitted from the tree. 
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Figure 28  Estimation of phylogenetic relationships of Buthus based on Bayesian Inference analysis 

of COI sequences. Posterior probabilities under 80 were omitted from the tree. 

COI BI  
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 Figure 29 Condensed COI tree obtained in ML analysis with 100 bootstraps following GTR model, 

with values under 70 omitted. Sequences were retrieved from GenBank 
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